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1 Of all the negative effects of human activity on the global environment, one of the

most profound, difficult to predict, and difficult to rectify is the transplantation of

plant and animal species across ecological boundaries. While this is often thought

of as a problem primarily affecting land-based ecosystems, alien species invasion is

now considered to be one of the four most serious threats to the marine

environment. In fact, the ease with which organisms can pass between marine

ecosystems makes them especially vulnerable. Aquatic organisms can spread

rapidly, carried all over the world either by ships, by currents, or simply by moving

on their own. Once they have arrived in a new environment, for obvious reasons

they are usually much more difficult for us to detect than they would be on land.

Typically, they remain hidden until their numbers have grown to the point at which

they are all but impossible to eradicate. Nowhere is this happening with more

speed and greater impact than in the Mediterranean Sea. Largely isolated from the

rest of the world’s oceans, and for most of its geological history accessible to marine

life only through the Straits of Gibraltar, this marine microcosm is now open at its

two ends — at Gibraltar in the west and at the Suez Canal in the east. Exacerbating

the problem is the fact that both of these access points are very heavily trafficked

shipping routes.

2 As mentioned above, shipping is not the only way non-native species make their

way into a marine ecosystem. While, on a global scale, shipping is undoubtedly the

most important vector, in the case of the Mediterranean, particularly the Eastern

Mediterranean, there is evidence to suggest that other means of transferral may be

playing a larger role. In the Eastern Mediterranean, sixty to seventy percent of the

known invading species are of Indo-Pacific origin. Many are fish species that unlike

barnacles, mussels and other sessile animals, do not attach themselves to ships. This

1. What do you think of when you hear alien invasive
species?

2. How does one plant or animal species get introduced
to a new ecosystem?

3. Are there any harmful consequences of species
traveling to new areas?

Pre-reading activity
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fact combined with their predominance among non-native species in the part of the

Mediterranean closest to the Suez Canal suggests that these animals are moving

through the man-made waterway on their own. The seriousness of the problem in

this part of the world, where native species are gradually being out-competed and

replaced by the invaders, has become so pronounced that marine biologists have

given intruders who come into this particular area by this particular means their

own special classification. They are referred to as lessepsian species.

3 Non-indigenous species are classified in other ways as well. When isolated

individuals are found outside of their normal range of habitat, they are said to

constitute an alien species. This changes when the invasion has progressed to the

point that the intruder has actually established itself in the new environment and

begun to compete with and to displace indigenous species. It is then labeled as an

alien invasive species. In many cases, it is just a matter of time before the former

becomes the latter. Alien invaders are often able to carve out a niche in a new

ecological milieu that has not evolved the means to cope with their introduction. If

there are no compensating factors, such as predators which keep a new species in

check, or climatic factors that may also limit its success, the environmental impact

can easily expand out of control, with disastrous consequences for the native

inhabitants. The growing numbers of alien invasive lessepsians in the eastern

reaches of the Mediterranean and the increasing numbers of alien species from the

tropical Atlantic now being seen in its western waters are warning signs that the

sea’s indigenous marine life is facing a serious and potentially devastating threat

on two fronts.

4 Though the seriousness of the problem is becoming more and more apparent, what

can be done to redress the situation is far less obvious. Shipping cannot be halted

and the Mediterranean Sea cannot be closed off. Even if such extreme measures

could be taken, the Mediterranean is just one of many threatened marine

environments. It may be that trying to stop alien species invasions across the

world’s oceans is already a lost cause. We may have to resign ourselves to

witnessing the homogenization of the marine environment — a destruction of

diversity that will ultimately be constrained only by the climatic tolerance and

depth limitations of the dominant species.

Alien Invasive Species 01
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. eradicate a. infesting

2. pronounced b. eliminate

3. invading c. accept

4. habitat d. prominent

5. resign e. environment

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. The transplantation of plant and animal species across ecological boundaries

b. The destruction of the Mediterranean Sea

c. Water pollution

d. The destruction of ocean environments

Detail questions

1. According to the passage, in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea 60 to 70 percent of the

invading species are of origin.

a. Arctic b. Atlantic

c. Mediterranean d. Indo-Pacific

2. According to the passage, it is just a matter of before the alien

species becomes the alien invasive species.

a. name b. degree

c. life and death d. time

3. According to the passage, biologists have begun to call species that come through

the Suez Canal into the Mediterranean .

a. invader species b. lessepsian species

c. Suez species d. traveling species

Vocabulary Study I

Reading Comprehension I
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Word root: spect
1. prospect = pro (forward) + spect (look)

inspect = in (into) + spect (look)

expect = ex (out) + spect (look)

2. prospect: forward, look the possibility that something will happen
inspect: into, look to look closely at something
expect: out, look to anticipate

3. Complete the following sentences by choosing the right word.

a. The police officer will the crime scene to search for clues.

b. The of finding gold is low.

c. We that it will rain today.

Inference and purpose
It can be inferred from the passage that .

a. alien species are not a problem for the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans

b. alien species improve the ecosystems of the world’s oceans

c. all of the world’s oceans have had alien species introduced

d. only the Mediterranean Sea has had alien species introduced

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

Of all the negative effects of human activity on the global environment, one of the
most profound, difficult to predict, and difficult to rectify is the transplantation of
plant and animal species across ecological boundaries. While this is often thought of
as a problem primarily affecting land-based ecosystems, alien species invasion is now
considered to be one of the four most serious threats to the marine environment. In
fact, the ease with which organisms can pass between marine ecosystems makes them
especially vulnerable. 

And it may be the most difficult to find a solution for.

Vocabulary Study II

Reading Comprehension II

prospect                inspect                expect
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Main idea

The main idea of the lecture is .

a. the environment of the Mediterranean Sea

b. the introduction of alien species into the world’s oceans

c. the health of the world’s oceans

d. lessepsian species 

Details 

1. According to the lecture, is the main way that marine

species move into new marine ecosystems.

a. ocean currents b. swimming

c. shipping d. population growth

2. According to the lecture, the solution to alien species invasion may be

.

a. mass hunting

b. the introduction of natural predators

c. being implemented

d. inapparent

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the sentence
above?

a. There are other ways of classifying non-indigenous species.

b. As well as non-indigenous species, others are also classified.

c. Indigenous species are classified in many ways.

d. The classification of species is similar for non-indigenous species.

Non-indigenous species are classified in other ways as well.

Listening Comprehension 

Paraphrasing 

T1
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. Shipping accounts for the largest number of non-native species being
introduced into a new ecosystem.

b. Alien invasive species are a problem only in the Mediterranean Sea.

c. The Mediterranean Sea is open at the Straits of Gibraltar and the Suez Canal.

d. The introduction of natural predators has been the best solution for alien
invasive species.

e. Throughout geological history, the Mediterranean Sea has been the most open
waterway in the world.

f. The classifications of “alien species” and “alien invasive species” mean different
things.

Do you do anything to protect the environment?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I think protecting our environment is one of the biggest facing my

generation. It is important for us to help the environment. There

are many ways to save energy. I make sure I the glass, metal and

plastic from my garbage. I also turn off all the and any appliances

I’m not using. If we all pay careful , we can make a big difference.

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

3. Underline the stressed syllable in the following words.

[con-serve              re-cy-cle              at-ten-tion]

Summary 

Speaking 

recycle           challenges           attention           conserve           lights



1. In what ways does the political and economic
climate affect literature?

2. Do you think people have control over their
destinies?

3. Have you heard of the Romantics, the Realists,
and the Naturalists?

Pre-reading activity

1 It would be reasonable to assume that the years following the Civil War were a
time of healing and rebuilding. And for the most part, that is what they were,
albeit a very long and painful one. While the healing of the rift between North and
South did make progress, all was not peaceful and the disharmony wasn’t
confined to the political arena. In literary circles too, the period was characterized
by upheaval and turmoil. A literary civil war of sorts was raging between the
camps of the Romantics and the Realists. Later, the Naturalists would join the fray
as well. This was a battle waged over the ways fictional characters were presented
in relation to their external world. Though the unrest might have been between
schools of fiction, it had a very real basis. The battle reflected far-reaching social
change that was planting the seeds of new discord — a conflict that would
threaten to fragment the country; this time not along geographical borders, but
along class lines.

2 Using plot and character development, a writer expressed his or her philosophy
about how much control a man really had over his own destiny. Romantic writers
such as Ralph Waldo Emerson celebrated what they saw as the ability of the
human will to triumph over any adversity. Occupying the middle ground were
authors like Mark Twain, William Dean Howells, and Henry James, all of whom
were influenced by the works of the early European Realists. It was their belief that
people had only a limited capacity to determine the direction their lives took; that
humanity’s freedom of choice was constrained by the power of external forces.
Diametrically opposed to the Romantic authors were the Naturalists — the likes of
Stephen Crane and Frank Norris, who lined up on the side of Emile Zola and the
determinism movement. Their writings gave voice to the view that individuals
have no choice whatsoever in what happens to them. It was their position that the

10
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path of one’s life was dictated wholly by a conspiracy between hereditary factors
and the external environment.

3 Socio-economic changes had a profound and decisive influence on this debate. The
Industrial Revolution that took place at the end of the 19th century changed the
United States in fundamental ways. In huge numbers, people migrated from rural
homes seeking economic opportunities in urban environments. The plentiful
supply of labor, combined with the new machinery and processes being developed
made conditions ripe for an economy focused on manufacturing. For the first time,
there was an alternative to agriculture and commerce as a means of livelihood. At
the same time, immigrants from all over the world flowed across the borders in
pursuit of the same opportunities. In so doing, they added to the burgeoning labor
pool, drove down costs and helped to push industrialization forward. Upon
arriving in the cities and finding work, most of these migrants found themselves
and their families at the mercy of unscrupulous businessmen who exploited them
with brutal work schedules and coerced any who tried to resist, or in many cases,
anyone who tried to escape. In the end, it was these sweeping economic and social
changes and the pessimism they engendered that swung the balance of power in
favor of the Realists and the Naturalists.

4 Much of the literary product of the period had a distinctly regional character. This
too could be traced to economic changes. The Industrial Revolution called for
standardization, the mass production of goods, and streamlined channels of
distribution. The lifestyle changes this rationalization of production entailed were
profound and people began to fear that local traditions would fall by the wayside,
trampled in reckless pursuit of economic efficiency. Responding to these
sentiments, Realist writers sought to capture and preserve the “local color” before
it was lost. They drew upon the grim realities of everyday life in depicting the
breakdown of traditional values and the deepening plight of the new urban
underclass. This focus on the ordinary lives of ordinary people was characteristic
of American Realism. Readers were attracted to the stories because they were
something with which they could identify. American life was changing, the pace
was quickening, and readers needed writers who dealt directly with the problems
they were facing. In the great literary struggle of the times, the Romantic writers
had been rendered irrelevant, vanquished by changing circumstances.

American Realism 02
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Match the word with its synonym.

1. turmoil a. dishonest

2. unscrupulous b. fate

3. destiny c. use unfairly

4. capacity d. turbulence

5. exploited e. ability

Main idea

What’s the passage about?

a. The literary debate between the Romantics and the Realists

b. American history after the Civil War

c. The Industrial Revolution and its effects on American life

d. Plot and character development

Detail questions

1. According to the passage, Mark Twain was a(n) writer.

a. Romantic b. Realist

c. Naturalist d. Illusionist

2. According to the passage, Realist writers sought to capture and preserve the

.

a. characters b. philosophy  

c. local color d. destiny

3. According to the passage, the believed that people controlled their

own destinies.

a. Realists b. Romantics

c. Naturalists d. Surrealists

Vocabulary Study I

Reading Comprehension I
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Word root: dose, dote
1. dose = dose (to give)

antidote = anti (against) + dote (to give)

anecdote = an (not) + ec (out) + dote (to give)

2. dose: to give an amount of medicine given
antidote: against, to give a substance that fights the effects of a poison
anecdote: not, out, to give a short story 

3. Complete the following sentences by choosing the right word.

a. If you get bitten by a poisonous spider, you may need an .

b. My teacher told an about when he was a student.

c. If you get the wrong of medicine, it can make you sick.

Inference and purpose
It can be inferred from the passage that .

a. the Romantics remained the most popular literary group among academics

b. the conditions that made the Realists more popular also made the Naturalists
less popular

c. the conditions that made the Romantics less popular also made the Naturalists
less popular

d. the conditions that made the Realists more popular also made the Naturalists
more popular

Coherence

Look at the four squares [ ] that indicate where the following sentence can be added
to the passage below. Where would the sentence best fit?

It would be reasonable to assume that the years following the Civil War were a time
of healing and rebuilding. And for the most part, that is what they were, albeit a
very long and painful one. While the healing of the rift between North and South
did make progress, all was not peaceful and the disharmony wasn’t confined to the
political arena. In literary circles too, the period was characterized by upheaval and
turmoil. 

The war between the states was the bloodiest period in American history.

Vocabulary Study II

Reading Comprehension II

dose                antidote                anecdote
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Main idea

The main idea of the lecture is .

a. the history of American literature

b. the debate between the states

c. the debate between the Romantics and the Realists

d. the Industrial Revolution

Details 

1. According to the lecture, the Romantic writers thought that humans have the

ability to triumph over any .

a. war b. reality     

c. intelligence d. adversity

2. According to the lecture, contributed to the public embracing the

realist writers.

a. the Industrial Revolution

b. the American Revolution

c. the Age of Enlightenment

d. the Civil War

Which of the sentences below best expresses the essential information in the sentence
above?

a. Regional characters played an important role in the literature of the period.

b. Regional characters were popular in much of the writing of the period.

c. Many of the characters in the literature of the time were from different regions.

d. Much of the literature of the period had a regional flavor.

Much of the literary product of the period had a distinctly regional character.

Listening Comprehension

Paraphrasing

T2
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Complete the following list by choosing the three true sentences 
about the passage.

a. The Realist writers believed that people have some control over their destinies.

b. Mark Twain was a Naturalist writer.

c. Stephen Crane was a Realist writer.

d. The Naturalist writers believed that people have no control over their destinies.

e. Emile Zola believed that people had control over their destinies.

f. The Romantic writers believed that people have control over their destinies.

Do you think money is the most important thing?

Model response

1. Fill in the blanks using the words in the box.

I think the most important thing in life is family. Being would be

great, but if I didn’t have my family to share it with, wouldn’t

mean much. Some of my best memories are the times I with my

family. My father always me to study hard, so that I will get a good

job and make money. I think he is right, but I don’t think money is the most

important .

2. Using your own words, answer the question above. Then talk to the class.

3. Underline the stressed syllable in the following words.

[fam-i-ly              mon-ey              en-cour-ag-es]

Summary 

Speaking 

spent             money             encourages             rich              thing


